We introduce binary matrix factorization, a novel model for unsupervised matrix decomposition. The decomposition is learned by fitting a non-parametric Bayesian probabilistic model with binary latent variables to a matrix of dyadic data. Unlike bi-clustering models, which assign each row or column to a single cluster based on a categorical hidden feature, our binary feature model reflects the prior belief that items and attributes can be associated with more than one latent cluster at a time. We provide simple learning and inference rules for this new model and show how to extend it to an infinite model in which the number of features is not a priori fixed but is allowed to grow with the size of the data.
Distributed representations for dyadic data
One of the major goals of probabilistic unsupervised learning is to discover underlying or hidden structure in a dataset by using latent variables to describe a complex data generation process. In this paper we focus on dyadic data: our domains have two finite sets of objects/entities and observations are made on dyads (pairs with one element from each set). Examples include sparse matrices of movie-viewer ratings, word-document counts or product-customer purchases. A simple way to capture structure in this kind of data is to do "bi-clustering" (possibly using mixture models) by grouping the rows and (independently or simultaneously) the columns [6, 13, 9] . The modelling assumption in such a case is that movies come in types and viewers in ¡ types and that knowing the type of movie and type of viewer is sufficient to predict the response. Clustering or mixture models are quite restrictive -their major disadvantage is that they do not admit a componential or distributed representation because items cannot simultaneously belong to several classes. (A movie, for example, might be explained as coming from a cluster of "dramas" or "comedies"; a viewer as a "single male" or as a "young mother".) We might instead prefer a model (e.g. [10, 5] ) in which objects can be assigned to multiple latent clusters: a movie might be a drama and have won an Oscar and have subtitles; a viewer might be single and female and a university graduate. Inference in such models falls under the broad area of factorial learning (e.g. [7, 1, 3, 12] ), in which multiple interacting latent causes explain each observed datum.
In this paper, we assume that both data items (rows) and attributes (columns) have this kind of componential structure: each item (row) has associated with it an unobserved vector of binary features; similarly each attribute (column) has a hidden vector of ¡ binary features. Knowing the features of the item and the features of the attribute are sufficient to generate (before noise) the response at that location in the matrix. In effect, we are factorizing a real-valued data (response) matrix 
BMF model description
; and Poisson, with mean (and variance) £ ¤ ¦ © . Other parametric forms are also possible. For illustrative purposes, we will use the linear-Gaussian model throughout this paper; this can be thought of as a two-sided version of the linear-Gaussian model found in [5] .
To complete the description of the model, we need to specify prior distributions over the feature matrices £ @ 9 ¦ and the weights ¤ . We adopt the same priors over binary matrices as previously described in [5] . For finite sized matrices 
The hyperprior on the concentration is a Gamma distribution (denoted s ), whose shape and scale hyperparameters control the expected fraction of zeros/ones in the matrix. The biases are easily integrated out, which creates dependencies between the rows, although they remain exchangeable. The resulting prior depends only on the number , creating a distribution over binary matrices with a fixed number # of exchangeable rows and a potentially infinite number of columns (although the expected number of columns which are not entirely zero remains finite). Such a distribution, the Indian Buffet Process (IBP) was described by [5] and is analogous to the Dirichlet process and the associated Chinese restaurant process (CRP) [11] . Fortunately, as we will see, inference with this infinite prior is not only tractable, but is also nearly as efficient as the finite version.
Inference of features and parameters
As with many other complex hierarchical Bayesian models, exact inference of the latent variables £ and ¦ in the BMF model is intractable (ie there is no efficient way to sample exactly from the posterior nor to compute its exact marginals). However, as with many other non-parametric Bayesian models, we can employ Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to create an iterative procedure which, if run for sufficiently long, will produce correct posterior samples.
Finite binary latent feature matrices
The posterior distribution of a single entry in 
In the linear-Gaussian case:
In the linear-Gaussian case, we can easily derive analogous Gibbs sampling updates for the weights ¤ and hyperparameters. To simplify the presentation, we consider a "vectorized" representation of our variables. Let and taking the elements column-wise.
Infinite binary latent feature matrices
One of the most elegant aspects of non-parametric Bayesian modeling is the ability to use a prior which allows a countably infinite number of latent features. The number of instantiated features is automatically adjusted during inference and depends on the amount of data and how many features it supports. Remarkably, we can do MCMC sampling using such infinite priors with essentially no computational penalty over the finite case. To derive these updates (e.g. for row of the matrix £ ), it is useful to consider partitioning the columns of £ into two sets as shown below. Let set A have at least one non-zero entry in rows other than . Let set B be all other columns, including the set of columns where the only non-zero entries are found in row and the countably infinite number of all-zero columns. Sampling values for elements in row of set A given everything else is straightforward, and involves Gibbs updates almost identical to those in the finite case: as § © we get the infinite case. 
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. The acceptance ratio of this proposal simplifies to the ratio of data likelihoods:
This assumes a conjugate situation in which the weights 
There is a similar distribution for the reverse proposal,
. As in the conjugate case, the acceptance ratio reduces to the ratio of data likelihoods: 
Faster mixing transition proposals
The Gibbs updates described above for the entries of £ ,¦ and ¤ are the simplest moves we could make in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo inference procedure for the BMF model. However, these limited local updates may result in extremely slow mixing. In practice, we often implement larger moves in indicator space using, for example, Metropolis-Hastings proposals on multiple features for row simultaneously. For example, we can propose new values for several columns in row of matrix £ by sampling feature values independently from their conditional priors. To compute the reverse proposal, we imagine forgetting the current configuration of those features for row and compute the probability under the conditional prior of proposing the current configuration. The acceptance probability of such a proposal is (the maximum of unity and) the ratio of likelihoods between the new proposed configuration and the current configuration.
Split-merge moves may also be useful for efficiently sampling from the posterior distribution of the binary feature matrices. Jain and Neal [8] describe split-merge algorithms for Dirichlet process mixture models with non-conjugate component distributions. We have developed and implemented similar split-merge proposals for binary matrices with IBP priors. Due to space limitations, we present here only a sketch of the procedure. Two nonzero entries in £ are selected uniformly at random. If they are in the same column, we propose splitting that column; if they are in different columns, we propose merging their columns. The key difference between this algorithm and the Jain and Neal algorithm is that the binary features are not constrained to sum to unity in each row. Our split-merge algorithm also performs restricted Gibbs scans on columns of £ to increase acceptance probability.
Predictions
A major reason for building generative models of data is to be able to impute missing data values given some observations. In the linear-Gaussian model, the predictive distribution at each iteration of the Markov chain is a Gaussian distribution. The interaction weights can be analytically integrated out at each iteration, also resulting in a Gaussian posterior, removing sampling noise contributed by having the weights explicitly represented. Computing the exact predictive distribution, however, conditional only on the model hyperparameters, is analytically intractable: it requires integrating over all binary matrices £ and ¦ , and all other nuisance parameters (e.g., the weights and precisions). Instead we integrate over these parameters implicitly by averaging predictive distributions from many MCMC iterations. This posterior, which is conditional only on the observed data and hyperparameters, is highly complex, potentially multimodal, and non-linear function of the observed variables.
By averaging predictive distributions, our algorithm implicitly integrates over In Figure 2 we demonstrate the performance of the linear-Gaussian BMF on the bars data. We train the BMF with 200 training examples of the type shown in the top row in Figure 2 
¤ ¦
can be thought of as a set of basis images which can be added together with binary coefficients (£ ) to create images.
By examining the features captured by the model, we can understand the performance just described. In Figure 3 
Digits
In Section 2 we briefly stated that BMF can be applied to data models other than the linear-Gaussian model. We demonstrate this with a logistic BMF applied to binarized images of handwritten digits. We train logistic BMF with 100 examples each of digits 
Gene expression data
Gene expression data is able to exhibit multiple and overlapping clusters simultaneously; finding models for such complex data is an interesting and active research area ( [10] , [13] ). The plaid model [10] , originally introduced for analysis of gene expression data, can be thought of as a nonBayesian special case of our model in which the matrix ¤ is diagonal and the number of binary features is fixed. Our goal in this experiment is merely to illustrate qualitatively the ability of BMF to find multiple clusters in gene expression data, some of which are overlapping, others non-overlapping. The data in this experiment consists of rows corresponding to genes and columns corresponding to patients; the patients suffer from one of two types of acute Leukemia [4] . In Figure  5 we show the factorization produced by the final state in the Markov chain. The rows and columns of the data and its expected reconstruction are ordered such that contiguous regions in ¢ were observable. Some of the many feature pairings are highlighted. The BMF clusters consist of broad, overlapping clusters, and small, non-overlapping clusters. One of the interesting possibilities of using BMF to model gene expression data would be to fix certain columns of £ or ¦ with knowledge gained from experiments or literature, and to allow the model to add new features that help explain the data in more detail.
Conclusion
We have introduced a new model, binary matrix factorization, for unsupervised decomposition of dyadic data matrices. BMF makes use of non-parametric Bayesian methods to simultaneously discover binary distributed representations of both rows and columns of dyadic data. The model explains each row and column entity using a componential code composed of multiple binary latent features along with a set of parameters describing how the features interact to create the observed responses at each position in the matrix. BMF is based on a hierarchical Bayesian model and can be naturally extended to make use of a prior distribution which permits an infinite number of features, at very little extra computational cost. We have given MCMC algorithms for posterior inference of both the binary factors and the interaction parameters conditioned on some observed data, and demonstrated the model's ability to capture overlapping structure and model complex joint distributions on a variety of data. BMF is fundamentally different from bi-clustering algorithms because of its distributed latent representation and from factorial models with continuous latent variables which interact linearly to produce the observations. This allows a much richer latent structure, which we believe makes BMF useful for many applications beyond the ones we outlined in this paper. 
